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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished in the red yesterday, after the Bank of England (BoE) warned that the 

economic recovery would take longer than expected. Hammerson tanked 15.3%, after 

announcing its plans to raise around £825.0 million through a rights issue and following the 

sale of its 50.0% interest in Via Outlets. Serco Group dropped 15.2%, despite reporting a rise 

in its interim revenue. Glencore declined 8.1%, as the company scrapped its annual dividend, 

after reporting an interim loss. Meggitt dropped 4.3%, as the defence engineering firm 

announced that it is considering equity offering up to $600.0 million. On the flipside, Aviva 

jumped 4.6%, after the insurer reinstated its dividend. ITV advanced 3.9%, despite reporting 

a decline in its interim revenue. Mondi added 3.2%, as the paper and packaging company 

restarted paying dividends. The FTSE 100 declined 1.3%, to close at 6,026.9, while the FTSE 

250 fell 0.9%, to end at 17,479.4.   

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed higher yesterday, on optimism over a new fiscal stimulus package from 

the US government and amid better than expected US jobs data. Bausch Health advanced 

3.4%, amid news that the company is planning to spin off its Bausch & Lomb eye care unit 

into a separate publicly traded company. Hilton Worldwide Holdings added 3.4%. The hotel 

operator’s second quarter revenue and earnings came in below analysts’ expectations. On 

the flipside, Western Digital dropped 16.1%, after the company issued a disappointing 

forecast for the new fiscal year. Sonos plunged 18.3%, despite reporting better than expected 

revenue in the third quarter. Restaurant Brands International dropped 4.4%, as the 

company’s second quarter earnings came in below analysts’ expectations. Live Nation 

Entertainment slid 0.4%, after reporting wider than expected loss in the second quarter. The 

S&P 500 gained 0.6%, to settle at 3,349.2. The DJIA rose 0.7%, to settle at 27,387.0, while 

the NASDAQ added 1.0%, to close at 11,108.1.   

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished lower yesterday, amid persistent worries about global economic 

recovery due to the coronavirus pandemic. MorphoSys declined 5.0%, after reporting wider 

than expected loss in the second quarter. AXA dropped 3.2%, after the company announced 

that it booked a €1.5 billion charge for claims related to Covid-19 in the first half and lowered 

its 2020 earnings target. Credit Agricole fell 1.1%, as the lender reported a decline in its 

second quarter profit. Deutsche Lufthansa slid 0.6%, after announcing that it does not expect 

air travel demand to return to pre-crisis levels before 2024. On the contrary, adidas advanced 

2.8%, after the sportswear company announced that it expects to bounce back to profitability 

in the third quarter. Siemens added 2.7%, after reporting a rise in its third quarter profit. The 

FTSEurofirst 300 index slipped 0.8%, to settle at 1,406.2. The German DAX Xetra fell 0.5%, 

to settle at 12,591.7, while the French CAC-40 shed 1.0%, to close at 4,885.1.   

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading lower this morning. In Japan, MINEBEA MITSUMI and Toyobo 

have dropped 4.0% and 4.7%, respectively. Meanwhile, West Japan Railway and Keio have 

advanced 2.9% and 3.1%, respectively. In Hong Kong, Hengan International Group and 

Power Assets Holdings have fallen 0.4% and 0.5%, respectively. Meanwhile, CK 

Infrastructure Holdings and Country Garden Holdings have risen 0.3% and 0.4%, 

respectively. In South Korea, Seowon and Shin Poong Paper Manufacturing have declined 

4.9% and 5.0%, respectively. The Nikkei 225 index is trading 0.6% lower at 22,273.6. The 

Hang Seng index is trading 1.8% down at 24,488.0, while the Kospi index is trading 0.2% 

weaker at 2,337.1.   
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

 Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

 Capita Plc Interim GBP 0.06                          3,337.22                                  

 Cineworld Group Plc  Interim USD (0.06)                        2,648.10                                  

 Hikma Pharmaceuticals Plc Interim USD 1.60                          2,296.46                                  

 TP ICAP Plc  Interim GBP 0.36                          1,911.50                                  

 Standard Life Aberdeen Plc Interim GBP 0.13                          1,408.17                                  

 McColl's Retail Group Plc  Interim GBP 0.06                          1,225.75                                  

 Superdry Plc Final GBP (0.10)                        772.09                                     

 Countrywide Plc  Interim GBP 0.31                          614.00                                     

 Hargreaves Lansdown Plc Final GBP 0.59                          534.82                                     

 RPS Group Plc  Interim GBP 0.05                          488.33                                     

 DWF Group Plc Final GBP 0.04                          300.60                                     

 TheWorks.co.uk Plc  Final GBP 0.04                          224.00                                     

 Rightmove Plc Interim GBP 0.12                          196.38                                     

 Funding Circle Holdings Plc  Interim GBP (0.12)                        159.75                                     

 Secure Trust Bank Plc Interim GBP (0.62)                        157.00                                     

 600 Group Plc/The  Final GBP 0.01                          63.30                                        

 Ideagen Plc Final GBP 0.05                          56.25                                        

 Shield Therapeutics Plc  Interim USD - 10.23                                        

 Altitude Group Plc Final GBP 0.01                          9.90                                          

 Sosandar Plc  Final GBP (0.04)                        9.20                                          

 SIMEC Atlantis Energy Limited (DI) Final SGD (0.07)                        7.35                                          

 Standard Life Investment Property Income Trust  Interim GBP - -

 Zoetic International Plc Final GBP - -

 Proteome Sciences Plc  Interim GBP - -

 Minoan Group Plc Interim GBP - -

 Anglesey Mining Plc  Final GBP - -

 Fletcher King Plc  Final GBP - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Brent crude oil one-month futures contract is trading 0.13% or $0.06 higher at $45.15 per barrel, ahead of the 

weekly US oil rig count data by Baker Hughes, scheduled to release later today. Yesterday, the contract declined 0.18% or $0.08, to 

settle at $45.09 per barrel, amid concerns over crude oil demand. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 1.36% or $27.80 higher at $2079.30 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract climbed 

1.00% or $20.40, to settle at $2051.50 per ounce, as weakness in the US Dollar increased demand appeal for the safe-haven asset.  

❑ At 0330GMT today, BTC is trading 0.34% higher against the 

USD at $11891.36. Yesterday, BTC advanced 1.36% against 

the USD to close at $11851.58. In a key development, 

Honeywell International Inc announced that it has created a 

blockchain-based system to solve the complex documentation 

and data storage processes of the aerospace industry. In 

another development, Dapper Labs announced the launch of a 

peer-to-peer marketplace allowing beta players of its NBA Top 

Shot game to trade their non-fungible token collectibles.  

❑ At 0330GMT today, the EUR is trading 0.4% lower against the USD at $1.1829, ahead of the German industrial production, trade and 

current account balance data, all for June, due in a few hours. Additionally, investors await the US nonfarm payrolls, unemployment 

rate and average hourly earnings data, all for July, scheduled to release later today. Yesterday, the EUR strengthened 0.12% versus 

the USD, to close at $1.1877, as German factory orders jumped more than market forecast in June. In other economic news, the US 

initial jobless claims declined more than anticipated in the week ended 31 July 2020. 

❑ At 0330GMT today, the GBP is trading 0.28% lower against the USD at $1.3106, ahead of the UK house prices data for July, slated to 

release later today. Yesterday, the GBP strengthened 0.22% versus the USD, to close at $1.3143, after the UK construction PMI 

expanded at its steepest pace since October 2015 in July.  
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you. 
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Can Currencyflo cut your cost? Call 020 3963 4960 or for more information www.currencyflo.com  
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

BoE keeps interest rates and bond-buying program unchanged  

The BoE, in its latest monetary policy decision, kept its key interest rate steady at 0.1% and left the size of its bond-buying program 

unchanged at £745 billion. The central bank warned of a slower economic recovery and unemployment to almost double by the end of this 

year. 

UK construction PMI rose in July 

In the UK, the construction PMI recorded a rise to a reading of 58.10 in July, compared to a level of 55.30 in the previous month. Market 

expectations were for the construction PMI to rise to a level of 57.00. 

German factory orders climbed more than expected in June 

In Germany, the seasonally adjusted factory orders surged 27.90% on a MoM basis in June, compared to a rise of 10.40% in the previous 

month. Markets were expecting factory orders to record an advance of 10.10%. 

US number of initial jobless claims dropped in the week ended 31 July 2020 

In the US, the seasonally adjusted number of initial jobless claims declined to 1186.00 K in week ended 31 July 2020, compared to a revised 

reading of 1435.00 K in the previous week. Market anticipations were for the number of initial jobless claims to drop to a level of 1415.00 K. 

Australian performance of services index climbed in July 

In Australia, the performance of services index advanced to a reading of 44.00 in July, compared to a level of 31.50 in the previous month. 

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Automobiles & Parts 3062.36 106.24 3.6% 11.1% -29.0%

Forestry & Paper 16542.89 500.96 3.1% -2.9% -5.4%

Media 6843.44 57.46 0.8% -7.3% -19.7%

Electronic & Electrical Equipment 8811.59 46.64 0.5% -0.8% 17.0%

Life Insurance 6341.61 31.48 0.5% -1.6% -11.2%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Mining 18993.52 -662.99 -3.4% 6.8% 6.3%

Industrial Metals 3267.80 -97.23 -2.9% 8.0% -41.7%

Oil & Gas Producers 4464.61 -121.10 -2.6% -8.6% -47.6%

Aerospace & Defence 3354.87 -82.36 -2.4% -0.4% -30.1%

Household Goods 17362.64 -335.73 -1.9% -2.0% 12.9%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Banks ‘must lend or risk worse slump’: 

The Bank of England has warned lenders 

not to be tempted to turn off the credit taps 

this autumn, saying businesses face a £200 

billion cash shortfall and need financial 

support. 

Rayner brothers seek new recipe for 

Lakeland: The three brothers who have 

steered Lakeland, the seller of banana 

guards and shower squeegees, for almost 

five decades are retiring and handing over 

to family outsiders. 

Microsoft exploring global deal for 

TikTok — with Trump’s approval: 

Microsoft is exploring the possibility of 

buying TikTok’s entire global business as 

part of talks about a deal with the parent 

company of the popular video-sharing app. 

Hammerson launches survival rights 

issue: Hammerson has launched an 

emergency rights issue and proposed a 

discounted sale of its interest in a designer 

outlets business as the shopping centre 

owner battles to avoid the fate of its rival 

Intu Properties. 

Ocado deal hands M&S chance for 

dynamic change of image: Marks & 

Spencer’s long history of false dawns and 

stuttering clothing sales made Archie 

Norman, its Chairman, fear that people had 

started to think it was “not a business of 

tomorrow”. 

Meggitt eyes new cash to avoid a crash: 

Meggitt, the aerospace supply chain group, 

has conceded that it may need to raise 

money. 

Growth shows construction on mend 

but jobs continue to leak: The 

construction industry recorded its strongest 

monthly rise in activity for nearly five years 

as the sector continued to rebound from the 

lockdown. 

Aviva needs a shake-up, says new head 

Amanda Blanc: The new head at Aviva 

has taken an implicit dig at the approach of 

her predecessors, promised an urgent 

shake-up of the organisation and signalled 

a retreat from continental Europe and the 

Far East. 

Travelex strikes rescue deal but 1,300 

U.K. staff will go: Travelex, the travel 

money firm, has struck a deal to stay in 

business, but will lose more than 1,300 jobs 

in the U.K. 

Rise in profits not due to Covid work, 

insists Serco: Serco, one of the private 

sector contractors working on the 

government response to Covid-19, has 

reported a 53% increase in half-year profits. 

Uber $1.8 billion in red as public stay 

home during lockdowns: Uber 

Technologies posted another big loss last 

night as demand for its ride-hailing app fell 

sharply during the lockdown but orders for 

its food delivery service more than doubled 

in the second quarter. 

Bramson back on the offensive with new 

attack on Barclays: An activist investor 

who wants Barclays to shrink its investment 

division has renewed his attack on the 

bank. 

Bank of England raised Monzo capital 

requirement: Monzo’s capital requirements 

were increased by the Bank of England 

while it was in the process of raising crucial 

investment this year. 

Digital growth cheers News Corp despite 

revenue loss: News Corporation has 

reported a 22% fall in revenue to $1.92 

billion, primarily driven by the impacts 

related to Covid-19 and the sale of News 

America Marketing. 

Wetherspoon warns of head office job 

cut plans: The slump in trading in the pub 

sector has prompted JD Wetherspoon to 

put its head office employees on notice of 

more than 100 job losses. 

Brickmaker Ibstock slumps into red with 

demand sinking: Demand for bricks and 

concrete products for the construction 

industry remains significantly down, 

according to Ibstock, the market leader. 

Jobless claims in U.S. show fall: The 

number of Americans filing for jobless 

benefits fell last week to the lowest level 

since coronavirus hit the country in March, 

official figures show. 

The Independent 

Ryanair accused of ‘numerous 

violations’ of coronavirus rules by Italian 

authorities: Italy’s aviation authority has 

warned Ryanair that “repeated violations” of 

coronavirus precautions must stop – or the 

airline could be banned from Italian airports. 

Eurotunnel outperforms other modes of 

international transport this summer: 

Travellers are opting to take their cars 

through the Channel Tunnel rather than fly. 

The latest figures show a much smaller 

slump for the vehicle-carrying shuttles than 

for air. 

Tesco plans to axe professional 

cleaners during pandemic put shoppers 

at risk, say customers: More than half of 

Tesco customers think that the U.K.’s 

largest supermarket chain is putting 

shoppers at risk with plans to axe 

thousands of professional cleaners during 

the coronavirus pandemic, according to a 

poll. 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): “Avoid” Naked Wines; “Avoid” Hipgnosis. 

• Daily Mail: Jeff Bezos has cashed in £2.4 billion worth of shares, as Amazon's sales are supercharged by the pandemic. 

• The Daily Telegraph: Aviva could launch a wave of corporate sell-offs in a back to basics drive as its new head focuses her attention on 

U.K. insurance. 

• The Times: The struggling shopping centre owner Hammerson has launched an emergency rights issue and proposed a discounted 

sale of its interest in a designer outlets business. 

• Financial Times: Italian football club AS Roma has been acquired by Texas-based billionaire Daniel Friedkin in a deal worth €591 

million. 

Click here to open an account 
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U.K. recession will be less severe than 

feared but unemployment to surge, says 

Bank of England: The recession caused 

by the coronavirus pandemic will be less 

severe than feared but unemployment is set 

to surge, the Bank of England has forecast. 

Financial Times 

Glencore scraps $2.6 billion dividend 

after fall in half-year profits: Glencore has 

decided not to pay a proposed $2.6 billion 

dividend after reporting a drop in half-year 

profits due to weaker commodity prices and 

the impact of the coronavirus pandemic.  

To Read More Click Here 

 

China tensions raise doubts over U.K. 

nuclear projects: Flushed with their 

success at changing U.K. government 

policy towards Huawei, rebel Conservative 

MPs are now turning their attention to a 

proposed Chinese project to build a nuclear 

power station at Bradwell-on-Sea in the 

south-east of England. 

To Read More Click Here 

ICE mortgage deal is largest in its 20-

year history: New York Stock Exchange 

owner Intercontinental Exchange has struck 

the largest deal in its 20-year history, 

agreeing to pay $11 billion for Ellie Mae to 

charge its efforts to modernise the U.S. 

mortgage data market. 

To Read More Click Here 

Trump team outlines plan to crack down 

on U.S.-listed Chinese groups: The 

Trump administration has issued its 

recommendations to ban Chinese 

companies that do not comply with U.S. 

accounting standards from listing on 

American stock exchanges. 

To Read More Click Here 

Calpers investment Chief resigns after 

18 months at $400 billion fund: Ben 

Meng, the investment Chief of the $400 

billion Californian employee pension fund, 

has resigned days after a blog published 

allegations that he had made incomplete 

public disclosures about his personal 

investments. 

To Read More Click Here 

Brazil invites private sector to ‘adopt’ 

the Amazon: Brazil’s government is poised 

to create an “Adopt a Park” programme to 

let the private sector pay to preserve 

chunks of the Amazon, as Jair Bolsonaro 

comes under mounting pressure to stop 

illegal deforestation. 

To Read More Click Here 

Northern Ireland businessmen face 

charges related to £1.2 billion property 

deal: Two senior Northern Ireland business 

figures are facing “serious” fraud charges 

related to a £1.2 billion property deal in 

2014 that was the region’s biggest real 

estate transaction.  

To Read More Click Here 

BNP Paribas pulls back from financing 

commodity traders: BNP Paribas is 

pulling back from financing commodity 

traders in Europe, the Middle East and 

Africa after a series of heavy losses in its 

specialist lending unit. 

To Read More Click Here 

Capital One fined $80.00 million for data 

breach: Capital One, one of the top five 

credit card issuers by balances in the U.S., 

has been fined $80 million and ordered to 

improve internal controls after regulators 

identified a string of failings that allowed 

hackers to obtain the personal data of more 

than 106m customers and credit card 

applicants last year. 

To Read More Click Here 

Digital bank Starling makes progress 

towards profitability: Starling Bank is set 

to break even by the end of the year after 

customers started using its cards again, the 

digital lender said. 

To Read More Click Here 

Quicken Loans IPO: mortgage pioneer 

cashes in a big win: Dan Gilbert, the 

billionaire founder of Quicken Loans, has 

made two big bets in his life: one on the 

mortgage industry and one on the city of 

Detroit. Both have been winners to date but 

the Covid-19 crisis is proving a test for both. 

To Read More Click Here 

China allows first commercial bank to go 

bankrupt in almost 20 years: China’s 

central bank has announced the first 

bankruptcy of a commercial bank in nearly 

two decades, authorising the liquidation of 

regional lender Baoshang Bank, a year 

after it seized control of the institution.  

To Read More Click Here 

Phoenix Chief expects Covid-19 to 

speed up insurance M&A: The 

coronavirus crisis is set to speed up the 

pace of dealmaking in U.K. life insurance, 

according to Andy Briggs, Phoenix Chief 

Executive, as companies look to rid 

themselves of old businesses they no 

longer want.  

To Read More Click Here 

Allied Irish Banks takes €1.2 billion 

coronavirus loan loss charge: Allied Irish 

Banks has taken a €1.2 billion charge to 

cover coronavirus loan losses as the 

country’s largest lender by market 

capitalisation faces “severe and rapid 

deterioration” in economic conditions due 

the pandemic. 

To Read More Click Here 

UniCredit’s profits slump as Covid-19 

restrictions weigh on fees: UniCredit 

reported a sharp fall in profits in the second 

quarter after Covid-19 lockdown restrictions 

hurt economies across the bank’s main 

markets and resulted in lower fees. 

To Read More Click Here 

ING profits plunge almost 80% on virus-

induced loan defaults: ING, the 

Netherlands’ largest bank, has become the 

latest major European lender to report a 

rising impact from coronavirus-induced loan 

defaults, driving its second-quarter profits 

down 79%. 

To Read More Click Here 

Axa cancels special dividend as it 

suffers €1.5 billion pandemic hit: French 

insurer Axa has cancelled plans for a 

special dividend and withdrawn some of its 

financial targets for 2020 after it took a €1.5 

billion hit from claims related to Covid-19. 

To Read More Click Here 

Donald Trump to order government to 

buy medicines from U.S. companies: 

Donald Trump has signed an executive 

order that will require the federal 

government to procure certain essential 

medicines from U.S. manufacturers, in an 

effort to reduce reliance on foreign supply 

chains. 

To Read More Click Here 

Bausch Health spins off eye-care 

business: The company formerly known as 

Valeant — which two years ago rebranded 

itself as Bausch Health after a string of 

Click here to open an account 
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scandals over pricing and accounting 

irregularities — is spinning off its eye-care 

business. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. reinstates 10% tariff on certain 

Canadian aluminium imports: The Trump 

administration will reimpose tariffs on 

certain aluminium imports from Canada, 

escalating trade tensions just weeks after a 

new trade agreement between the U.S., 

Canada and Mexico went into effect.  

To Read More Click Here 

Toyota defies coronavirus pandemic 

with quarterly profit: Toyota has become 

one of the few carmakers worldwide to eke 

out a quarterly profit, even as the 

coronavirus pandemic prompted a collapse 

in sales and plant closures. 

To Read More Click Here 

Carolyn McCall just about keeps ITV’s 

show on the road: Carolyn McCall, ITV’s 

Chief Executive, was determinedly upbeat 

at the broadcaster’s interim results, though 

the past six months have been more pants 

than panto. It was the worst half-year 

performance in the group’s history. 

To Read More Click Here 

ViacomCBS hit by plunge in ad 

spending and cinema closures: 

ViacomCBS has become the latest media 

group to suffer from a precipitous fall in 

advertising spending over the summer, 

reporting a 27%year-on-year drop in ad 

revenues in the second quarter as the 

pandemic ravaged sales. 

To Read More Click Here 

ITV hit by worst advertising decline in its 

broadcasting history: ITV has suffered 

the most severe advertising decline in its 

broadcasting history, plunging 43% in the 

second quarter, but said it saw “signs of 

improvement” in a market ravaged by 

coronavirus. 

To Read More Click Here 

Diageo in dispute with LVMH over 

champagne dividend: Diageo has 

triggered arbitration proceedings against 

the French luxury group LVMH over a €181 

million dividend the spirits maker argues it 

is owed by the pair’s high-end wine and 

spirits joint venture Moët Hennessy. 

To Read More Click Here 

Hilton warns of ‘long road to recovery’ 

after steep loss: Hilton, the world's second

-largest hotels operator, has warned it faces 

“a long journey” to recovery after the 

pandemic pushed it to a steep loss in one 

of the worst quarters in its history. 

To Read More Click Here 

Nintendo profits soar 541% as 

consumers retreat to living rooms: 

Nintendo reported a 541% surge in net 

profits during the darkest months of the 

Covid-19 pandemic, defying a worldwide 

shortage of its Switch consoles and a 

slender pipeline of in-house games. 

To Read More Click Here 

AS Roma sold to U.S. billionaire Dan 

Friedkin for €591 million: Italian football 

club AS Roma has been acquired by Texas

-based billionaire Daniel Friedkin in a deal 

worth €591 million, following weeks of 

negotiation over a purchase price that takes 

into account the impact of the coronavirus 

pandemic on the sport. 

To Read More Click Here 

Appetite for Uber Eats fails to offset ride

-sharing collapse: A surge in Uber’s food 

delivery business was unable to counteract 

a 75 per drop in global ride-sharing, 

dragging the company’s overall revenues 

down 29% as it counts the cost of the 

coronavirus crisis. 

To Read More Click Here 

TikTok deal tests Microsoft’s decades of 

China experience: More than two decades 

of efforts by Microsoft to put down roots in 

China may soon bring a partial pay-off, if it 

succeeds in steering through the purchase 

of TikTok’s U.S. business. 

To Read More Click Here 

The U.S. needs a new JP Morgan to lead 

the fight against Huawei: In October 

1907, as America’s banking system 

seemed about to collapse, New York 

financier JP Morgan stepped in to save the 

country’s economy. A failed attempt to 

corner the copper market had started a run 

on a key trust company and soon spread 

panic to Wall Street. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lufthansa swings to largest ever 

quarterly loss: German airline Lufthansa 

has reported its largest ever quarterly 

operating loss and said it can no longer rule 

out job cuts in its home country, despite 

having taken a €9 billion government 

bailout. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lex:  

Calpers/Ben Meng: pilot flight: Departure 

of CIO does nothing to help fix group’s 

massive pension funding hole. 

To Read More Click Here 

Aviva: Blanc canvass: Over the next year, 

new Chief Amanda Blanc needs to show 

she can cut deals as well as verbiage 

To Read More Click Here 

Glencore: stop digging: Turning round the 

Swiss group’s fortunes will require big 

changes. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

Carolyn McCall just about keeps ITV’s 

show on the road: Carolyn McCall, ITV’s 

Chief Executive, was determinedly upbeat 

at the broadcaster’s interim results, though 

the past six months have been more pants 

than panto. It was the worst half-year 

performance in the group’s history.  

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

Pizza Express mastermind plots rapid 

expansion of new chains: A restaurateur 

who used the early 1990s recession to 

rapidly expand Pizza Express is hoping to 

pull off the same feat again with dining 

chains Franco Manca and The Real Greek. 

The Questor Column: 

Questor: it was ‘a great opportunity’ last 

year. But does holding micro-caps make 

sense now?: No greater opportunity 

existed among investment trusts a year ago 

than the “micro-cap” funds, Questor wrote 

then. Were we right? If we go just by 

current share prices, our claim looks fragile. 

We tipped one new holding in that column 

in July last year, Downing Strategic Micro-

Cap, and its shares have fallen by 24% 

since then, while the two we rated as holds, 

River & Mercantile U.K. Micro Cap and 

Henderson Opportunities, have lost 13% 

and 12.6% respectively. However, no one 

saw Covid coming and the epidemic has 

knocked many share prices for six. How did 

our three micro-cap stocks fare before the 

virus struck? Downing Strategic stood at 

73p on Feb 21, just before markets began 

Click here to open an account 
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to fall, so it had gained 16.8% since our tip, 

while the other two had risen by 9.3% 

(Henderson) and 0.6% (River & Mercantile). 

Perhaps we can claim that we were broadly 

on course up to that point. Last year we 

said three things were holding micro-cap 

stocks and funds back: Brexit fears; the 

evaporation of financial advisers’ interest in 

small trusts, as those that invest in the 

tiniest firms must inevitably be; and worries 

about liquidity in light of the Woodford 

collapse. These three factors remain and 

we can now add Covid-19 as a fourth. The 

result is that the micro-cap trusts’ 

underlying holdings are cheap, often trading 

at about 10 times earnings, and the trusts’ 

discounts, which vary from about 25% for 

Downing and R&M to 13.8% for Henderson, 

add further cheapness. Of course, cheap 

things can stay cheap. But meanwhile 

these trusts’ holdings are making profits 

and if the market overlooks their value there 

is every chance that rival firms will step in, 

although a revival of mergers and 

acquisitions is more likely once the 

pandemic is truly under control. We could 

therefore call these firms a “slow burn” 

investment at a time when only big growth 

stocks seem to hold any appeal for 

investors. Sooner or later this will change, 

so we will hold on to the three funds. 

Questor says, “Hold”. 

Daily Mail 

Car insurance tycoon who bought 

'Beckingham Palace' set for a £70 million 

windfall from buyout of  Hastings: 

Insurance tycoon Neil Utley is set to rake 

more than £70 million as investors prepare 

to buy Hastings. 

Bank of England warns some parts of 

the economy might never recover from 

coronavirus with a million jobs set to go 

this year as GDP plunges 9.5% - but the 

slump might only be the worst in a 

century rather than 300 years: The Bank 

of England warned that parts of the 

economy might never recover from 

coronavirus - with unemployment set to rise 

by a million within months. Governor 

Andrew Bailey said the crisis would bring 

'structural' change and some sectors were 

unlikely to be 'viable' as the deadly disease 

overhauls everyday life. 

The Scottish Herald 

Scottish microbrewery Bellfield unveils 

ambitious growth plans: Scottish 

microbrewery Bellfield is ramping up plans 

for a strong comeback after a challenging 

period due to the coronavirus pandemic 

with new listings and encouraging growth in 

export markets. 

Morton Fraser ramps up push for gender 

and ethnic diversity: Legal firm Morton 

Fraser has become only the sixth business 

out of more than 350,000 headquartered in 

Scotland to join the influential 30% Club 

which sets targets for gender 

representation at board and executive 

committee level among the FTSE 350. 

World’s first hydrogen-powered double 

decker buses to be launched in 

Scotland: A fleet of hydrogen-powered 

double decker buses that is claimed to be 

the world's first is due to be launched in 

Scotland later this year in what is seen as a 

major step forward in the use of hydrogen 

as a fuel. 

Pensions giant invests in climate 

transition fund: Scottish Widows has said 

it has allocated £2 billion of its pension 

portfolios to a fund that is expected to 

support the transition to a low carbon 

economy. 

Renfrewshire fashion chain M&Co says 

pre-pack deal “best way” to save jobs 

and stores: Scottish fashion retailer M&Co 

is closing 47 stores and cutting around 380 

staff in a rescue deal that will save more 

than 2,200 jobs and 218 stores. 

Scottish clean energy firm secures U.K. 

Government hydrogen fuel stations 

contract: Logan Energy, the Scottish 

hydrogen technology specialist, is set to link 

up with a U.K. Government programme to 

supply publicly-accessible hydrogen 

refuelling stations. 

The Scotsman 

Bute Island Foods creating jobs with 

new Asda deal: Bute Island Foods has 

secured a U.K.-wide supply contract with 

Asda to produce three vegan ice creams 

under the retailer’s Free From brand, 

saying this will enable it to create jobs. 

Standard Life Assurance owner Phoenix 

Group hails 'resilience' amid 

coronavirus: Phoenix Group, the insurer 

that acquired Standard Life Assurance in 

2018, has highlighted the “resilience” of its 

business model amid the Covid-19 crisis 

after booking higher first-half profits. 

Upmarket Edinburgh housebuilder Cala 

Homes names new head for east of 

Scotland: Cala Homes, the upmarket 

Edinburgh-headquartered housebuilder and 

developer, has appointed a new head for its 

east of Scotland region. 

Glasgow's Aggreko eyes 2021 Olympics 

boost as first-half profits cool: Aggreko, 

the Glasgow-headquartered temporary 

power provider, remains hopeful of a $250 

million (£190 million) boost from a rejigged 

Olympics next summer after reporting a 

slide in first-half revenue and profits. 

Scots fintech FNZ sees £150 million deal 

blocked over competition fears: Scottish 

fintech FNZ could be forced to sell the rival 

it bought in a £150 million deal last year 

over concerns by competition watchdogs 
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CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 
All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 76% of retail 
investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how spread bets 
and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit.  
 
Shares Risk Warning  
The value of stocks and shares, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
  
If you are unsure about dealing in shares and other equity investments, you should contact your financial adviser as these types of investments 
may not be suitable for everyone. 
  
Disclaimer 
Any research has been produced by an independent third party provider. Further details can be provided on request.  
Any report has been prepared using information available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at the date of this report. However, 
Guardian Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This 
report should therefore not be relied on as accurate or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. Guardian 
Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider have no obligation to modify or update this report in the event that any information on this 
report becomes inaccurate. 
  
Any report is prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to buy or to sell. The background of any individual or other 
investor has not been considered in providing this report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent financial advice which considers their 
specific risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions. Individuals and other investors should note that investing in shares 
carries a degree of risk and the value of investments can go up or down. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments 
should be made with regard to an investor’s total portfolio. Guardian Stockbrokers, its independent third party provider and its employees make no 
representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this report, and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss.  
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